Introduction
Throughout this work, all rings will be associative with identity. Let R be a ring. A right (or left) annihilator of a subset U of R is defined by r R (U) = {a ∈ R : Ua = 0} (or R (U) = {a ∈ R : aU = 0}).
Recall that, a ring R is called a right Ikeda-Nakayama ring if the left annihilator of the intersection of any two right ideals is the sum of the left annihilators, that is, if (I ∩ J) = (I) + (J) for all right ideals I and J of R (cf. [6] ). Let S M R be an (S,R)-bimodule. Extend the notion of an IN-ring to module such as S (A ∩ B) = S (A) + S (B) for any submodules A, B of M R (cf. [10] ). We [8, 9] 
prove that if S[x] M[x] R[x] -bimodule and U and V are R[x]-submodules of M[x] R[x] , then for any t(x)
. Such modules and rings were studied by many authors (cf. [4, 6, 10] Note that there is a canonical ring homomorphism λ : 
As a result of Lemma 2.2, we have the following proposition.
M. Tamer Koşan 3 Proposition 2.3. Let R[x] be the set of all polynomials in indeterminate x with coefficients from R. If I and J are right ideals of R[x] such that every R[x]-linear map
In particular, this holds if
Theorem 2.4. Let M be an Ikeda-Nakayama module and let N and 
To complete the proof, we show that hi = α t(x) , where i :
Let α be an endomorphism of R, that is, α is a ring homomorphism from R to R with α(1) = 1. Following [9] , a module M is called α-Armendariz if 
. Hence we have the maps
for every r R (U) ∈ rAnn R (2 M ) and 
Hence we also have the maps
and (
Proof. (1)⇔(2). This is [3, Theorem 2.1]. (1)⇒(3). Assume M is an Armendariz module. Obviously Φ is injective. So it is enough to show
, and therefore Φ is surjective. (1) R is Armendariz ring.
Now, we give the main result of this work. Also R is the subring a n 0 a : a ∈ Z, n ∈ Z 2 ∞ . R is an IN-ring by [10] . As Lee and Zhou pointed out [8, Corollary 2.7] , R is an Armendariz ring. We consider the right ideals I and J of R[x]: 
